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1 What is a machine tool? 
 
A machine tool is a power-driven machine used for shaping metal pieces. 

With machines the work can be performed much more precisely and rapidly 
than by hand. Machine-tools are the backbone of the metalworking industry.  

There are different kinds of operations performed on metal parts by 
machine tools, but the five basic machine tool operations are turning, drilling, 
milling, grinding and planing. Machine tools are classified according to these 
operations. Then, when you see a complicated mass-production machine, you 
can classify it as a drilling or milling machine, or a special form of a lathe or as 
a planer, or a grinder. These are the basic types of machine tools. 

Machine tools may be also classified as general-purpose machines 
(perform a wide range of operations) and special-purpose machines (perform a 
particular operation or series of operations on a workpiece). 

Some machines require great skill to be operated. Others are semi-
automatic and require only that the operator load the work into them, press the 
button, and they do the work without further direction. Others are called 
automatic machines; they can load themselves, perform their function, stop and 
unload, and can repeat the cycle of operations until stopped by hand. 

Words to be remembered: 
lathe, turning, drilling, milling, grinding, planing, design, power-driven, 

general  (special) purpose, rapid, to fashion, to perform, to load. 

Grammar window. Functions and translations of ed-forms: He used a lathe for 
this operation (Past Simple). – Он использовал …  . Lathes used to machine these parts 
are semiautomatic (Past Participle). – Станки, используемые для ... He knew well the 
lathe used (Past Participle)). – Он хорошо знал используемый станок. 

Task I. Translate the sentences. Mind the difference between  
Past Simple and Past Participle. 

1. They designed a special-purpose machine for doing this operation. 
2. This machine designed as a general-purpose machine can perform 

some specific operations. 
3. This is a typical operation performed on a lathe, but this is not the 

only type of work it can do. 
4. Milling is a process in which a rotary multi-tooth tool called a cutter is 

rotated rapidly while the work is fed under it. 
5. The work fed under the cutter is flat. 
6. Grinding is a metal-cutting process performed by grinding wheels and 

other abrasive materials as cutting tools. 
7. Grinding is performed upon rapid rotation of the grinding wheel. 
8. Metals are planed by tools similar to lathe tools. 
9. The work planed was loaded, and the planer was started. 
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10.  Work drilled in a lathe rotates and the drill remains stationary. 
11.  When the work is drilled on an ordinary drilling machine, the drill 

rotates and is fed axially. 

Grammar window. Questions: Is a machine tool used to shape pieces of metal? Does 
a machine tool shape pieces of metal? 

 Task II. Pair work: Discuss what you have read about machine-tools. 
Make mini-dialogues, in turns asking and answering questions about the 
text above. 
 
 

2 The lathe 
 
The lathe is one of the most widely used machines in the shop. It is the 

oldest of all machine tools. Modern lathes are very efficient, accurate and 
complicated devices, capable of doing a great variety of work. Lathes used in 
the shops can be of different sizes. The size of a lathe is determined by the 
height of centers and the distance between centers. These are the main size 
specifications for lathes. The height of centers refers to the diameter of the work, 
and the distance between centers determines the length of stock that can be 
machined. 

The workpiece is rotated by power and a cutting tool of hardened and 
tempered steel removes metal in the form of chips. According to the shape of the 
tool, the way it is mounted and the direction at which it is fed to the work, it is 
possible to perform a wide variety of operations, namely straight (cylindrical) 
turning, taper turning, boring (straight or tapered), facing (which is a cut at right 
angles to the axis of the piece), thread cutting. Drilling, reaming and tapping can 
also be done. Lathes can be divided into three types for easy identification: 
engine lathe, turret lathe, and special purpose lathes. Here is shown the lathe 
which is typical of English practice. 
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Words to be remembered: 
attachment, axis, centre, device, stock = workpiece, cutting tool, chips, to 

machine, to harden, to temper, feed, straight turning, taper turning, boring, 
facing, thread cutting, reaming, tapping, screwcutting. 

Grammar window. The Passive: The lathe does a great variety of operations. 
a) This operation is done on the lathe.  b) Different operations are done on the lathe.  

Task I. Fill in the blanks with passive forms of the proper verbs:  

to machine, to do, to determine, to load, to rotate, to know, to feed, to cut off 

1.  The capacity of a lathe __  __ by the maximum diameter and length of 
the work that is machined. 

2.  In a lathe the work__  __ round its axis to be subjected to the action of 
the cutting tool. 

3.  The shape of a part, which __  __ , will depend on the motions of the 
cutting tool, that is on feed. 

4.  When a cutting tool moves in a horizontal plane, parallel to the work 
axis, the operation __  __ as turning ; and when it moves at the right angle to the 
axis of the piece, facing __  __ .  

5.  Chips are small pieces of metal, which __  __ during machining. 
6. __  the tool __ to the work in turning? 
7. Semi-automatic machines require that the work  __  __  by the  
operator, and after being started they do the work without further 

direction. 
 
Task II. Pair work: Decide if the following statements are true or 

false and correct the false ones in mini-dialogues. 
1. Turning is one of the basic machining processes performed on a lathe. 
2. Lathes are capable of doing a great variety of work.  
3. The height of centers means the length of stock that can be machined. 
4. In a lathe the tool is rotated and the part is stationary.  
5. The shape of the tool and the way it is mounted are not important for 

the operation performed.  
 
2.1 Principle elements of the lathe 
 
The main components of the lathe are the bed, the headstock and the 

tailstock located at opposite ends of the bed, and the carriage which comprising 
the saddle, the cross slide, the tool post and the apron, which are traversed as a 
unit along the bedways. The tool post stands on a cross slide which together 
with the saddle enables it to move across the carriage as well as along it, 
depending on the kind of job. 
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The lathe bed is the foundation on which the lathe is built. The accuracy 
of the machine is dependent on the rigidity of this bed. Prismatic V-ways are 
considered to be the most serviceable type of ways used for lathe beds. They are 
very carefully ground so that the lathe components are perfectly aligned parallel 
to the axis of the spindle. There are two sets of ways in the lathe, the outer guide 
the carriage, and the inner ways keep the headstock and tailstock in line.  

 
Words to be remembered: 
bed, headstock, tailstock, carriage, saddle, slide, cross slide, tool post, 

apron, ways, accuracy, rigidity, to grind  (ground), to align, to traverse, axis. 
 
Task I. Translate the following word combinations: 
lathe bed, lathe carriage, grinding carriage, bed ways, lathe components, 

quick-change tool post, tailstock slide, flat ways, ground ways, spindle axis, bed 
length, lathe accuracy, finish accuracy. 

 
Task II. Give the correct term for each definition. 
1.  ____ is a machine for holding and turning metal pieces. 
2.  ____ is a flat base on which a machine tool rests. 
3.  ____ are ground and keep the headstock and the tailstock in line. 
4.  ____ are two main lathe components mounted on the bed opposite 

each other. 
5. ____ is a nonmoving component of a lathe that supports a revolving 

part, such as the lathe spindle. 
6. ____  slides on the bed of a lathe in alignment with the headstock and 

supports the free end of a workpiece. 
7.  ____ is a moving part of a machine, which changes the position of 

other parts. 
8.  ____ is a carriage component used for clamping a tool. 
9.  ____ is` moved parallel to or across the direction of rotation to form 

parts that have a cylindrical or conical shape. 
10.  ____ is a line round which a turning object rotates. 

 
Grammar window. The Passive in different Present tenses: are (is) used (Present 
Simple); are (is) being used (Present Continuous); have (has) been used (Present Perfect) 

 
Task III. Use the correct passive form of the given verb. Translate the 

sentences.  
1. The automatic lathe … (to design) in such a way that all tool 

movements are automatically controlled. 
2. The lathe … (to use) for turning, boring and for thread cutting. 
3. The headstock and the tailstock … (to mount) on the cast iron bed. 
4. The upper surface of the bed … (to provide) with V-type ways. 
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5. With special attachments, a lathe … (to use) to produce flat surfaces. 
6. The machined part … (to clamp) by the turner now. 
7. The tool post … (to move) across the carriage at the moment. 
8. We see now that the carriage … (to traverse) along the bedways by 

power, but we know that it may be traversed by hand as well. 
9. The cutting tool … (just, to clamp) to the carriage by using the 

toolpost. 
10. A special attachment … (not, to mount, yet), and we can’t use this 

lathe for taper turning. 
11. The lathe … (already, to build) which can machine parts with even 

greater precision. 
12. V-ways … (already, to grind) for accurate aligning of components. 
13. … the lathe … (ever, to supply) with attachments to drill holes? 

 
 Task IV. Imagine yourself in the workshop. Tell the novices about the 
main lathe components. Use as many passives constructions as possible. 
 

2.2 Principle elements of the lathe: the headstock 
 
The headstock is located in the left-hand side of the bed and it houses the 

main spindle and the driving mechanism. 
The spindle revolves in roller bearings and has the thread to receive a 

chuck or a faceplate, which hold workpieces. Short workpieces are held in a 
chuck; large parts are usually mounted on a faceplate. Chucks may be universal, 
or self-centering, usually of a three-jaw type, in which the jaws move together 
towards the centre to clamp the work; or they may be independent (usually of 
four-jaw design) in which each jaw moves independently of the others. Long 
work of the shaft type can be mounted between centers. 

The spindle revolves a workpiece at a speed which depends largely on the 
diameter of the workpiece. A bar of large diameter rotates more slowly than a 
very thin bar (at the same cutting speed).  The mechanism for obtaining different 
speeds of the spindle is called the speed gearbox. 

The work-spindle is coupled to the carriage through the gearing in the 
feed gearbox, then through either the leadscrew or the feedshaft and gearing in 
the apron. 

 
Words to be remembered: 
drive, driving mechanism, bearing, chuck, self-centering chuck, 

independent jaw chuck, faceplate, bar, gear, gearing, speed gearbox, feed 
gearbox, leadscrew, feedshaft, apron, taper, to thread, to revolve, to mount, to 
hold, shaft. 
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Task I. Translate the following word combinations: 
power drive, speed-box drive, spindle drive, feed drive, ball bearing, roller 

bearing, spindle bearing, gear holding chuck, milling-machine chuck, quick-
change chuck, screw-cutting chuck, lathe apron. 

 
Task II. Fill in the blanks with the names of proper lathe components: 

chuck, bearings, spindle, bed, workpiece, headstock, feed gearbox, 
gearing, leadscrew. 

1.  ____ is a rotating bar for holding either a workpiece or a cutting tool. 
What lathe component is it? 

2.  ____ comprises the lathe spindle and the speed gearbox, which is a 
mechanism for changing spindle speeds.  

3.  The spindle revolves in ____ which take axial and radial loads. 
4.  ____ is a part of a lathe which clamps the work to be operated on. 
5.  ____ is a set of toothed wheels working together in a machine. 
6.  ____ is provided with parallel V-type and flat ways for accurate 

aligning of the lathe components. 
7.  ____ is used in a machine to translate a turning motion into linear 

motion.  
8. ____ changes the speed at which the work is fed into the tool. 
9. ____ is a piece of metal that is being worked on or cut by a tool. 

 
Grammar window. Mind the translation of verbs with prepositions used in 
the Passive: Mind the translation of verbs with prepositions used in the Passive: 1) He can 
be depended upon. – На него можно положиться. 2) The agreement was arrived at 
only after a long discussion. – К согласию пришли только после долгой дискуссии. 
3) This research is often spoken about. – Об этом исследовании часто говорят. 

Task III. Translate the sentences using the models from the table. 
1. Gearing is made wide use of to transmit rotating motion. 
2. This device has been much written about. 
3. These automatic lathes are operated by only one operator. 
4. The problem of equipping the plant with modern lathes was not 

spoken about at the meeting. 
5. The carriage components will be dealt with in the next text. 
6. Newcomers were taken good care of. 
7. The efficiency and accuracy of modern lathes are taken advantage of. 
8. The speed gearbox failed, but it was not taken notice of. 
9. The attachments for holding workpieces have been paid much 

attention to in this lecture. 
10.  Finish and accuracy, which the surface is machined with, are 

excellent. 
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11. The table, which a workpiece is put on, moves back and forth or 
rotates. 

12. Safety rules ignoring was put an end to after that tragic accident.  

Grammar window. Questions: What is made wide use of? What did you talk 
about? 

Task IV. Ask questions to the sentences from Task II. Use the given 
model. 

 
2.3  Principle elements of the lathe: the carriage 
 
The carriage with its components (saddle, cross slide, tool post and apron) 

is used to clamp the cutting tool and to transmit the feed motion to it. The 
carriage is traversed along the bedways between the headstock and the tailstock 
by hand or by power. The saddle of the carriage travels in a longitudinal 
direction along the bedways. Cross slide is traversed in a cross direction. The 
toolpost is used to hold the tool. The centre lathe holds only one tool on the 
toolpost. 

Power traverse of the carriage is obtained through the feed mechanism. 
From the spindle, rotation is transmitted through the change gears and feed 
gearbox to either the leadscrew or feedrod. From them drive is transmitted to the 
carriage. Transmission through the leadscrew is used when accurate carriage 
movement is required (for cutting threads). The leadscrew is a long screwed 
shaft which runs along the bed and rotates with the spindle. For turning and 
facing the carriage is traversed from the feedrod. 

The apron is the lower part of the carriage in which there are gears. They 
convert the rotary motion of the feedshaft or the leadscrew to a translatory 
motion of the carriage. The apron is secured rigidly 

Task I.  Give English equivalents of the following Russian terms: 
cуппорт, резцедержатель, поперечный суппорт, фартук, салазки, вал 

подачи (ходовой вал), ходовой винт, сменные шестерни, нарезание резьбы, 
подача, коробка подач, перемещаться, двигаться, передавать. 

Grammar window. Modal verbs & their equivalents. Must we upgrade our 
machines? May I use this lathe for turning? Should this lathe be replaced by a new one? Did 
you have to repair the toolholder? Were you able to repair it? 

Task II. Fill in the blank with the proper word. Put a question to each 
sentence using modal verbs and their equivalents to have to, to be able to 
according to the models given above. Write 10 questions of your own. 

1. We should take advantage of this type of ____ as it is traversed both 
by hand and by power (bedways, leadscrew, carriage). 
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2.  ____ can traverse in a longitudinal direction along the bedways 
(apron, saddle, cross-slide). 

3.  ____ must move along the saddle at the right angle to the spindle axis 
(cross slide, tailstock, feedrod). 

4.  ____ intended for holding the tool should be of a quick-change type 
(tool post, saddle, cross-slide). 

5.  ____ must transmit rotation from the spindle to the leadscrew or 
feedrod (speed gearbox, feedrod, feed gearbox). 

6.  Leadscrew transmission may be used for ____ (cutting threads, 
milling, turning). 

7.  The toolpost should be driven by the leadscrew at the proper speed to 
obtain ____ of the right pitch (clamping, shaft, threads). 

8. He will be able to show the dependence of the right thread pitch on the 
correct speed of the ____ (tailstock, change gears, toolpost). 

9. He has to check if the feed direction is adjusted by gears located in ___ 
(apron, bed, headstock). 

Grammar window. Questions: Does the carriage travel along the bedways? How does
the carriage travel? Is the carriage traversed along the bedways? How is the carriage 
traversed?  

 Task III. Pair work: Discuss in mini-dialogues how the carriage and 
its components travel and how the rotation is transmitted, asking and 
answering questions according to the models above. Use the following 
verbs:  

travel, is traversed, is transmitted, is used, drives. 
 

2.4  Principle elements of the lathe: the tailstock 
 
The tailstock supports work turned on centers, and it is used for holding 

drills, reamers and other tools. The tailstock is moved along the bedways and 
can be clamped in any position depending on the length of work. In addition, 
the tailstock spindle which holds the centre is adjusted longitudinally by means 
of the handwheel. The tailstock spindle is in exact alignment with the headstock 
spindle. The tailstock spindle is graduated for measuring movement. 

Centers may be classified into two main types, known as dead centers 
mounted in the tailstock spindle, and live or running centers held in the 
headstock spindle. The dead centre remains stationary while the work rotates; 
the live centre rotates with the component. The centre consists of a cone, on 
which the work is installed and of a tapered shank which is inserted in the 
spindle. 

The method of turning work between centers has the advantage that the 
component is rigidly supported at each end and the machine can be loaded or 
unloaded easily. 
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Words to be remembered:  
dead centre, live (running) centre, cone, tapered shank, to support, to 

adjust,  to treat, to insert, to fasten, to install, to load, advantage. 

Grammar window. Infinitive Passive: parts to be machined – детали, которые 
обрабатываются (должны быть или будут обработаны). 

Task I. Translate the sentences according to the model given above. 
1. A long bar to be turned must be supported between centers. 
2. The work to be held between centers must have centre holes drilled in 

each end due to which its position is more rigid. 
3. The size of the holes to be drilled must be proportioned to the weight 

of the work and the size of the cut to be taken. 
4. You can easily load the work to be machined between centers. 
5.  When machining at high speeds, heat to be generated as a result of 

friction can be reduced by proper lubricants.  
6. The gear to be machined should be bored first, then mounted on a 

mandrel and at last placed between the lathe centers. 
7. According to the work to be performed different cutting tools are 

made use of. 
8. The tool to be used is called a single-point cutting tool. 
9. The shaft to be driven by this gear will revolve in the opposite 

direction. 
10.  Bevel gears to be used have cone-shaped bodies and straight teeth. 

 
Grammar window. Tag questions: The tailstock is giving support for work, isn’t it? 

 
Task II. Simulate the situation when one of you is an instructor and 

the rest of the group asks him questions about the tailstock. Use the model 
above. 

 
2.5 Turret lathes 
 
A turret lathe is a modification of an engine lathe, in which the tailstock is 

replaced by a turret, which turns to various positions about its axis. The turret 
may have from four to eight faces, although six is the most common. Such turret 
is called a hexagon turret. By rotating the turret, tools are fed to the work. The 
turret lathe can also have a cross slide. A square turret with four single-point 
tools is mounted on it. These tools are brought into the cutting position one by 
one to turn external surfaces of the work. Only one tool of the turret is in the 
cutting position at any one time, other tools being temporary idle. The work is 
held in a chuck on the end of the lathe spindle. 

Let's see how a turret lathe works. A starting drill is fed into the work. It 
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makes a small depression, and the turret is reversed and turns automatically to 
present the twist drill to the work. After drilling through the piece, the turret is 
turned again and the hole is enlarged by boring at the third tool station. Finally, 
the hole is reamed to exact size at the forth station. While those operations are 
being performed with the tools on the hexagon turret, the square turret is used 
for turning and facing operations on the same piece. It reduces the production 
time greatly. 

Words to be remembered: 
turret, turret lathe, twist drill, single-point drill, toolholder, depression, to 

index, to ream. 
Task I. Match the following words with proper definitions: 
facing, drilling, reaming, boring, grinding, turning   

1. Bringing work to circular form in a lathe. 
2. Abrasive machining process that uses a grinding wheel as the cutting 

tool. 
3. Originating holes in workpieces by rotary or axial movement of either 

the tool or the workpiece. 
4. Enlarging holes with proper tools. 
5. A hole machining process designed to obtain the required hole form, 

size accuracy, and surface finish. 
6. Cutting at right angles to the axis of the piece. 

Grammar window. Infinitive: To reduce machining time, he decided to use a turret 
lathe. – Чтобы сократить время обработки, он решил использовать токарно-
револьверный станок. 

Task II. Find wrong statements and correct them. Translate the 
Infinitive forms in each sentence.  

1. To perform multiple cutting operations, each with a different cutting 
tool, we use an ordinary lathe.  

2. Turret lathes are designed to machine work of complex shape. 
3. To have axes aligned with the work axis (drills, reamers, borers) is the 

requirement for machining on turret lathes using different tools. 
4. We use single-point tools to machine holes; and we bring boring 

tools, drills, and taps into cutting position to machine external surfaces. 
5. A better method to increase productivity was to replace the turret by 

the tailstock and such lathes were developed during the 1860s to reduce 
considerably the duties of the operator. 

6. The turret is used to hold cutting tools, not workpieces. 
7. A hexagon turret has four faces to fasten four single-point tools. 
8. To have all tool faces of the turret lathe in the cutting position at the 

same time means not to have idle tools since the lathe has been started. 
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9. The sequence of operations to be performed on a turret lathe is the 
following: the hole is reamed, then it is enlarged by boring and finally the twist 
drill is used.  
 

2.6 Turret lathe (part II) 
 
The primary cutting motion of a turret lathe is the rotation of the spindle 

carrying the work. The feed motions are the following: the longitudinal travel of the 
turret and the cross travel of the cross slide carrying the cutting tools. Auxiliary 
motions of a turret lathe are indexing of the turret to bring the tools one by one into 
the cutting position; rapid approach and withdrawal of the turret, etc. 

Feed of the turret toward the work, and its return, is made by a large 
handwheel or by power feed. The depth of longitudinal feed of each tool is set for 
each turret face by adjusting screws. When a tool has reached its preset depth at 
travel, the power feed is stopped automatically. The turret is then withdrawn by 
hand or by power at «rapid traverse». This permits multiple cuts to be made and 
the operator manipulates the cross slide feed of one of the tools on the square 
turret, not paying much attention to the tools on the hexagon turret. 

Depending upon the turret axis of rotation, three designs of turret lathe are 
available: with horizontal, vertical or inclined axes of rotation. 

Remember the groups of synonyms given below: 
travel = motion = movement = traverse; rapid traverse = quick traverse;  

to mount = to install; rotation = indexing = revolving; to hold = to clamp =  
to fasten = to couple = to secure; 

and the following antonyms: feed – return; approach – withdrawal. 

Grammar window. Participle I and Participle II: machining – обрабатывающий, 
machined – обрабатываемый; using – использующий, used – используемый.  

Task I. Fill in the blanks with either Participle I or Participle II. 
1. All turret lathes are equipped with turrets ____ (traveling, traveled) 

along the spindle axis. 
2. The turret ____ (replacing, replaced) the tailstock of an engine lathe 

and ____ (serving, served) for holding cutting tools, turns about its axis. 
3. Turret lathes are used when a number of different tools, having  

axes ____ (aligned, aligning) with the work axis are required for machining. 
4. Multiple cuts ____ (taking, taken) at the same time speed up 

production. 
5. Single-point tools ____ (clamped, clamping) in the turret are used for 

machining work of complex shape. 
6. The more widely ____ (using, used,) turret lathes are those ____ 

(having, had) horizontal axes of turret rotation. 
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7. The work ____ (holding, held) in a chuck on the end of the lathe 
spindle is revolved by the headstock as in the case of the engine lathe. 

8. He works on a horizontal turret lathe, ____ (designing, designed) for 
machining work of complex shape. 

9. The lathe holds and rotates metal ____ (shaping, shaped) by a cutter. 
10.  The tool is moved parallel to or across the direction of rotation to 

form parts ____ (having, had) a cylindrical or conical shape. 

Task II. Translate into English using the correct form of Participle I 
or Participle II of the verbs given in brackets: 

1. центр, поддерживающий обрабатываемую деталь (to machine, give 
support);  

2. шпиндель, несущий заготовку (carry);  
3. коробка подач, передающая движение от шпинделя к суппорту (to 

transmit);  
4. вращение, преобразованное в поступательное движение суппорта 

(to transform); 
5. заданная глубина (to preset). 
 
2.7 Semi-automatic lathes 
 
Semiautomatic lathes go through all feed motions automatically and are 

used for mass-production work. The operator is to load the work into the 
machine, shift the starting lever and the machine will work.  At the end of the 
operation cycle, the machine stops automatically and remains idle until the 
completed piece is removed and a fresh one is placed in the machine. 

An operator can handle two or three machines in a series, because he can 
unload and load one while the other machine is doing its work. Semi-automatic 
lathes are special-purpose in character and are justified only when the 
production quantities are large and when changes in tooling set up are rare. 
Changing over from one job to another takes much time, perhaps half a day or 
more. But a semi-automatic lathe is a highly productive machine. It can work 10 
to 20 times as fast as an engine lathe, because 10 or 20 tools can work at a time. 
Usually, the work is held in centers, but it may be held in a chuck or supported 
on the faceplate. 

 
Grammar window. Participle I, having + Past Participle: Working on a lathe, 

we must observe safety rules. – Работая на станке, мы должны соблюдать технику без-
опасности. Having machined the part, he loaded a new one. – Обработав деталь, он 
загрузил новую.  
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Task l. Translate the sentences with Participles. 
1. Being a highly productive machine, semi-automatic lathes are used in 

mass production shops. 
2. Machining the work with a series of cutting tools, semi-automatic 

lathes can produce parts of complex shape. 
3. Having set up the machine, the operator loads the work, starts the 

lathe and removes the finished work. 
4. Changing over from one job to another, an operator loses much time 

while working on a semi-automatic lathe. 
5. Using mechanical, hydraulic, electric, electronic or pneumatic 

facilities, you can automate the operating cycle. 
6. Having formed the basis of modern industry, machine tools are used 

either directly or indirectly in the manufacture of machines and tool parts. 
7. Having been fitted with special attachments, a lathe may also be used 

to produce flat surfaces, as a milling machine does, or it may drill or bore holes 
in the workpiece. 

Task lI. Insert either Participle I or having + Past Participle. 
1. (будучи полуавтоматом), this lathe goes through all feed motions 

automatically. 
2. (загрузив деталь), the turner shifted the starting lever. 
3. (закончив цикл), the lathe remains idle until the completed piece is 

removed. 
4. (сняв обработанную деталь), the operator placed a fresh one in the 

machine. 
5. (работая в 10–20 раз быстрее, чем обычный станок), 

semiautomatic lathes considerably increase productivity. 
 
2.8 Multiple-spindle automatics 
 
Many more operations are combined, and production is speeded up if 

more than one piece is being worked on at the same time. This can be done in 
the multiple-spindle automatic machine, which may have four, six or eight 
spindles. The multiple-spindle automatics are classified as automatic bar or 
chucking machines, depending on the stock they machine. 

In automatic 6-spindle bar machines the spindles are mounted in a 
cylindrical carrier. Bars are loaded into each of the spindles and are worked on 
by six various tools, mounted on a hexagonal slide. When the tool slide is 
withdrawn, the spindle carrier is rotated a sixth of a turn and brings the spindles 
with their pieces in front of the next set of tools. Thus, a different operation is 
performed at each tool station and each piece is worked at six different places. 

In multiple-spindle chucking machines, various operations are performed 
on workpieces instead of on barstock. These machines are semi-automatic in 
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operation. A completed piece is removed by the operator and replaced by a 
fresh one. 

 
Task I. Translate the sentences. Analyze different uses of participles. 
1. Multiple-spindle automatics are designed for doing many operations 

simultaneously. 
2. This machine designed for producing complex parts from barstock is 

called six-spindle bar automatic. 
3. There is another type of automatic called a multiple-spindle chucking 

machine but this machine is semi-automatic in operation. 
4. The number of spindles used depends on the complexity of work. 
5. Using a four spindle machine you can perform fewer operations. 
6. An 8-spindle machine has been used because of a large number of 

operations to be performed. 
7. For some of the spindle stations multiple-spindle automatics can have 

cross-feed tools mounted on slides. 
8. Having mounted proper tools on cross-slides, you can do many 

operations, turning and cutting being among them. 
9. The grinding wheel is composed of many small grains of abrasive, 

bonded together, with each grain acting as a miniature cutting tool. 
10.  Because of a small amount of material removed at each pass of the 

wheel, fine wheel regulation is required. 
 
 

3 Milling and milling machines 
 
Milling is a machining process in which a rotary cutter equipped with a 

number of teeth is rotated rapidly while the work is fed under it. After a lathe, 
the milling machine is the most versatile of machine tools. 

Primarily, the function of a milling machine is to machine flat surfaces 
faster and smoother than a planer or a shaper does it. With special attachments a 
lot of toolmaking jobs can be performed. Milling cutters themselves are made on 
milling machines. Also, twist drills, reamers, taps and gears (straight spur, 
helical tooth, bevel, or worm gears) can be cut on a miller. 

One reason why the milling machine is so valuable in manufacturing is 
that almost unlimited variety of jobs may be done by the variety of cutters. 

The milling machine must be of rugged construction to absorb both the 
forces and shock incident to the cutting of the material. Also, it must be 
maintained in good repair. Bearings, feedscrews, nuts, clamps and other 
operating parts should receive periodic inspection and necessary repairs. 
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Words to be remembered: 
cutter, teeth, planer, shaper, twist drills, reamer, tap, gear, straight spur 

gear, helical gear, bevel gear, worm gear, clamp, nut, repair. 

Grammar window. Infinitive structures: He is known (considered) to be a gifted 
engineer. – Известно (считается), что он талантливый инженер. 
He seems (appears) to be a good engineer. – Он, кажется, хороший инженер. 

Task I. Translate the sentences with the infinitive constructions. 
1. In a milling machine, a workpiece is known to be fed against a 

circular tool with a series of cutting edges on its circumference. 
2. The value of a milling cutter appears to be determined by the rate at 

which it can produce a required part and by the number of pieces it can produce. 
3. Plain carbon tool steel seems not to be used for milling cutter 

because of the rapid loss of hardness at temperatures above 400 degrees F. 
4. Alloy tool steels are expected to form one of the most important and 

widely used groups of cutting-tool materials. 
5. Milling machines are considered to be the most versatile of all 

machine tools giving excellent finish and accuracy.  
6. The workpiece is held on a table which appears to control the feed 

against the cutter. 
7. The quality of milled work is known to be dependent on the shape, 

size, kind, and condition of the cutting tool and the way it is held. 
8. In the milling machine, the workpiece is held on a table that is 

expected to control the feed against the cutter. 
9. The table conventionally is supposed to have three possible 

movements: longitudinal, horizontal, and vertical; in some cases it can rotate. 
10.  Angles and gear teeth are known to be made by milling cutters. 

Task II. Pair work: Discuss in dialogues what wrong is in these 
sentences. Use the phrases – She/he says to us (or: She/he tells us) that … but 
I know that it is wrong … . 

1. Milling is known to have a limited application and is used mostly for 
drilling. 

2.  In milling the workpiece is supposed to rotate and a cutter is fixed to 
a carriage.  

3.  Shaping and planning seem to be more productive operations than 
milling and are not replaced by milling. 

4.  Toolmaking jobs are known not to be performed on milling 
machines. 

5.  Milling machines are considered to have a very simple construction 
not requiring periodic inspection and necessary repairs. 
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3.1 Common milling operations 
 
The milling machine is a very versatile machine and many different kinds 

of operations can be performed on it. The most common milling operations are: 
Plain milling produces a flat surface parallel to the axis of the cutter. 
Face milling produces a flat surface at right angles to the axis of the 

cutter. 
Angular milling produces a flat surface at an inclination to the axis of the 

cutter. 
Form milling is the production of a surface having an irregular outline. 
Gang milling is two or more cutters used together on one arbor. 
Milling flutes is a term applied to cutting of flutes on drills, reamers, and 

taps. 
Profiling is milling to a specific outline by means of a guide bar and 

template.  
Routing is milling to a more or less irregular outline while guiding by 

hand. 
Certain particular operations have their obvious names, such as sawing, 

grooving, slotting, and gear cutting. 
Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
plain milling, face milling, angular milling, form milling, gang milling, 

slotting, grooving, profiling, routing, guide bar, template. 

Grammar window. Infinitive structures: We know (consider) him to be a good 
engineer. – Мы знаем (считаем), что он хороший инженер. 

Task I.  Translate the sentences with the infinitive constructions. 
1. We consider milling to be very valuable in manufacturing and to be 

able to perform almost unlimited variety of jobs. 
2. We know plain milling to produce a flat surface parallel to the axis of 

the cutter.  
3. You certainly suppose the cutter to move perpendicular to its axis in 

milling and the tool to move along its rotation axis in drilling and it is surely 
true. 

4. I suppose a surface with an irregular outline to be produced by form 
milling. 

5. We know certain particular operations to have their obvious names. 
6. In gang milling, I think all of the cutters to perform the same type of 

operation, or each cutter to perform a different type of operation. 
7. We found gang milling to be especially important before the CNC era, 

because of its duplicate part production and great efficiency improvement. 
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3.2 Milling cutters 
 
The simplest type of milling operation is to machine a flat surface on the 

part. For this purpose a plain milling cutter is used. This is a cylindrical cutting 
tool with a number of teeth, cut in it.  In narrow cutters the teeth are cut parallel 
to the axis of rotation, but in wider cutters the teeth are cut at an angle to the 
axis.  

The milling cutter is revolved rapidly by power. The work is clamped 
securely to the table which feeds it slowly under the cutter. If the cutter is 
rotated in the same direction as the feed of the work, the chip produced is 
thicker than when milling against the feed. 

The chief factor for the rate of chip removal with a milling cutter is the 
tooth load, or the feed per tooth of the cutter. The feed per tooth depends upon 
the rate at which the work is fed into the cutter and upon the cutter speed in 
revolutions per minute. By speeding up the cutter, the feed per tooth, and 
therefore the tooth load is reduced. Metal is removed most efficiently with the 
thickest possible chip per tooth. But a thick chip subjects both the cutter and the 
work to heavy stresses. Usually, such feed per tooth is selected which does not 
overstrain the cutter. 

Words and word combination to be remembered: 
tooth  load, revolutions per minute, overstrain, plain (milling) cutter, feed 

per tooth. 
Grammar window. Infinitive structures: We know (expect) the workpiece to be 
fed against the cutter. - Мы знаем, что деталь подается против фрезы. The workpiece 
is known (expected) to be fed against the cutter. – Известно, что деталь подается про-
тив фрезы. 

Task 1. Translate the pairs of sentences with Infinitives and compare 
them. 

1. In the milling machine, we expect the workpiece to be fed against the 
milling cutter. The workpiece is expected to be fed against the milling cutter in 
the milling machine. 

2. We consider the shaper to be able to produce almost any surface 
having straight-line elements. The shaper is considered to be able to produce 
any surface having straight-line elements. 

3. We know twist drills, reamers and taps to be produced on milling 
machines. Twist drills, reamers and taps are known to be produced on milling 
machines. 

4. In a shaper, we suppose the tool to slide against the stationary 
workpiece, to cut on the first stroke and to return to its starting position to 
prepare for the second stroke. The tool is supposed to slide against the 
workpiece, to cut it on the first stroke and to return to its starting position. 

5. We know the shaper to be relatively slow. We also know it not to be 
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often found on a production line. The shaper is known to be relatively slow. It 
is also known to be seldom found on a production line. 

 
3.3 Milling cutter materials 
 
The materials used in the manufacture of milling cutters must be stronger 

and harder than the material being cut. There is a large variety of cutting 
materials. The most widely used are tool steels (carbon tool steels and high 
speed steels) and cemented carbide tool materials. 

Tool steels are a mixture of various elements, with iron being their chief 
component. When carbon is the only major element added to iron, the product is 
called steel, or carbon steel. The names alloy tool steel or high speed steel (HSS) 
are applied to those steels in which other elements, such as tungsten, cobalt, 
chromium, vanadium, etc., are present in addition to carbon. Cutters made of 
carbon steel and HSS are the least-expensive and shortest-lived cutters. Cobalt-
bearing high speed steels can generally be run 10% faster than regular HSS. 

Cemented carbide tools are more expensive, but last longer, run much 
faster and are more economical in the long run. HSS tools are perfectly good for 
many applications. The progression from regular HSS to cobalt HSS to carbide 
could be viewed as very good, even better, and the best. If there are a large 
number of pieces to mill, a milling cutter with carbide tipped teeth is used. The 
use of cutter tipped with various types of carbides greatly reduces production 
cost due to high cutting speeds and fast feeds. 

Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
carbon tool steel, high speed steel, non-ferrous, alloy steel, tungsten, 

chromium, cemented carbides, milling cutter with carbide tipped teeth. 

Task I. Pair work: Discuss in dialogues if these statements are true or 
false. Pay attention to the translation of the Infinitive. 

1. To develop high temperature alloys was not very important. 
2. Tools from standard high speed steel are known to withstand higher 

temperatures than cemented carbide tools.  
3. Cemented carbide is a hard material to be used in machining tough 

materials such as carbon steel or stainless steel where other tools would wear 
away. 

4. We do not consider carbides to be more expensive per unit than other 
standard tool materials  

5. I suppose cemented carbides to leave a better finish on the part, to 
allow faster machining but to be rather expensive. 

6. Most milling cutters, as well as many lathe tools use carbide inserts to 
be able to meet the requirements of modern production. 

7. We know cemented carbide to be expensive and more brittle than 
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standard steels and to solve this problem it is used as a small insert for a larger 
tool to be made of another material, usually carbon tool steel. 

8. More powerful machine tools were not necessary to utilize effectively 
the greatly improved new cutting materials. 

9. Machine tools have been adapted to computer control to make possible 
the economical manufacture of products of complex design. 

 
3.4 Milling machines. Planer-type miller 
 
A planer-type milling machine resembles a large planer, and hence the 

name. The table is at a fixed height and is reciprocated back and forth under the 
cutters. But the feed movement is provided by the table, which moves slowly, 
and the speed function is provided by the rapidly revolving milling cutters. Two 
cutter heads may be mounted on the cross rail. Large face mills are employed to 
machine large surfaces, such as bed castings for machine tools. 

Planer millers are massive machines for heavy-duty work. In contrast to 
planers, they complete their work in one pass under the cutters, as they machine 
the entire face of the surface. A planer makes hundreds of strokes to complete 
the machining of a wider surface, each stroke removing a chip of the thickness 
equal to the amount of tool feed. Planing is slower of the two methods, but it 
may be more economical to plane work because milling cutters of large size are 
much more costly than single-point planer tools. 

 
Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
stroke, single-point planer tools, cross-rail, column, planer-type miller, 

pass. 

Grammar window. Participle clauses: The lecture being over, they went home – 
Так как (когда) лекция закончилась, они пошли домой. Milling is a widely used 
machining operation, cutters being of a great variety of forms. – Фрезерование – широко 
используемая операция, и (а, причем) фрезы бывают самой разной формы.  

Task 1. Translate the following sentences with participle clauses.  
1. The horizontal spindle may be adjusted longitudinally and vertically, 

the table being at a fixed height.  
2. The workpiece being small enough, clamping can be effected in a vice. 
3. A circular tool is revolved rapidly, the work being fed slowly. 
4. Standard boring mills have table sizes ranging in diameter from about 

30 inches to 20 feet, some tables having 40 feet or more in diameter. 
5. A horizontal milling machine has a horizontal spindle which rotates in 

bearings in the column, the milling cutters being either attached to the 
spindle nose or carried on an arbor.  

6. A planer requiring more strokes to complete the machining, 
planing is slower than milling. 
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7. Milling cutters being more costly, it is sometimes cheaper to plane 
work than to mill it. 

8. During the 20th century, such standard machine tools as lathes, 
shapers, planers, etc., reached a fairly high degree of precision, their use 
becoming widespread in the industrialized nations. 

 
3.5 A knee-and-column type miller 
 
A knee and column type miller is a modification of a milling machine. 

The main frame of the machine is a big casting in which the driving motor and 
the gear train are housed. Its vertical face is carefully machined flat and is called 
a column. The spindle nose projects from the upper part of the column. 

The knee slides up and down on the face of the column. These two parts 
are fitted together very precisely so they are exactly at right angles to each 
other. 

The table is placed on the top of the column. It slides back and forth 
parallel to the column in another set of V ways. The table serves as a 
foundation for the workpiece and its clamping fixtures. It is also possible to 
feed the table in and out parallel to the spindle axis, and up and down vertically. 
The spindle is in a fixed position, usually horizontal. 

A plain knee-and-column type miller can do any kind of straight milling, 
such as slab milling, form milling and straddle milling. 

Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
knee-and-column type miller, gear train, clamping fixture, frame, straight 

milling, slab milling, form milling, straddle milling. 

Task I. Answer the questions to the text. Imagine that you must 
describe a knee-and-column miller to the group of students. Use answers 
from the previous task as a plan.   

1. Is a knee and column type miller a modification of a milling machine? 
2. How is its vertical face called? 
3. What slides up and down on the face of the column? 
4. Where is the table placed? 
5. Is the table used for clamping the workpiece and its clamping fixtures? 
6. Can a table be traversed parallel to the spindle axis, and up and down 

vertically?  
7. Is the spindle in a fixed horizontal position? 
8. Can any kind of straight milling be done on a knee-and-column type 

machine?  
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Task II. Translate the following sentences paying attention to 
different meanings of «that».  

1. That cutter is made as large as 36 inches in diameter. 
2. That was the best milling machine available then. 
3. On top of the knee is placed the table that slides in another set of V-

ways. 
4. I will show you the work that we must machine. 
5. That this is the cheapest machine is a well-known fact. 
6. In the plane milling machine the work is revolved twice as rapidly as 

that in a vertical type milling machine. 
 
 
4 Drilling and drilling machines 
 
Drilling is making holes in solid material with a tool called a drill. The art 

of drilling being very old, the drill was one of the first tools invented by man. 
Like all other machines, drilling machines are of many kinds, the most 

widely used of them being the standard drill press. This machine has six or more 
spindle speeds and three or more automatic speeds. Most drill presses have 
circular columns, but some have square box section construction. The head is 
often bolted to the frame and to accommodate different heights of work, the 
worktable is vertically adjustable. The standard drill press may have either 
rectangular or round worktable.  

The standard drill presses are classified by the diameter of the largest 
piece that can be drilled, that is by approximately the diameter of the table. The 
accuracy of the machine is determined by the condition of the table. Thus, the 
utmost care of the table must be taken. The feed pressure is easily controlled on 
the drill press by means of a feed wheel with long handles. A depth stop is 
provided to stop the progress of the drill at a preset depth. That is important 
when blind holes are drilled.  

Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
drill press, frame, sleeve, handle, blind hole. 
 

Grammar window. Conditionals: If I am offered a job, I will take it (Если мне 
предложат работу …). If I (was) were offered a job, I would take it (Если бы мне пред-
ложили работу …). If I had been offered a job a year ago, I would have taken it (Если 
бы мне предложили работу год назад …) . 
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Task I. Translate the following sentences paying attention to 
conditional sentences. Write your own sentences with conditionals of these  
3 types.  

1. If cutting fluid is used to cool the drill, tool life will increase.  
2. If you had used a drill press instead of a hand-held drill, less effort 

would have been required. 
3. If the clamp were used to position the work, the operation would be 

safer. 
4. If the angle of the spindle is fixed relative to the table, holes are 

drilled more accurately. 
5. If you had been more attentive you would have noticed that the 

capacity of that drill press was too low to drill that material. 
6. If the condition of the table were better, I would recommend you to 

use this drill press.  
7. If I were you, I would find a special drill to make a square hole. 
8. If you want to choose a drill press, you pick it by the diameter of the 

largest piece you need to drill. 
9. If you had checked how the head was bolted to the frame, the drill 

press would not have got broken. 

Task II. Complete the conditional sentences in the proper way:  

to use a drill, to drill the part through, to use a special drill, to adjust the 
table. 

1. If you have to make a hole, you will  … . 
2. If you had to make a square hole, you would … . 
3. If he wanted to drill a large workpiece, he would … . 
4. If you had taken a good care of the table, the accuracy of drilling 

would … . 
5. If you had preset the depth of drilling, you would not … . 
 
4.1 Drills 
 
A metal cutting drill is called a twist drill because its helical grooves have 

a twisted appearance. Large drills are made by taking straight steel bar with 
shallow grooves on each side, heating it red, then twisting it to the desired angle. 
The grooves are called flutes. In small twist drills, the flutes are machined out of 
round rod on a special milling machine. 

The twist drill comprises three principal parts: body, shank and point. The 
business end of the drill is called the point. The twist drill has two cutting edges 
known as the «lips». These cutting edges are connected by a third edge, called a 
«web». The first two cutting edges remove the material from the work, while the 
third one penetrates into the material. In order to drill holes in a metal the cutting 
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edges of a drill should be correctly ground to a certain angle. Drills have shanks 
of various types, the most common being drills having straight and tapered 
shanks. The shank of the drill serves for clamping the drill. 

Words and word combinations to be remembered: 
body, shank, point, cutting edge, twist drill, flute, tapered, to grind 

(ground), web. 
 
Grammar window. This is a problem on which 
we shall spend much time. This is a problem we 
shall spend much time on 

Это проблема, на которую 
мы потратим много време-
ни 

 
Task 1. Change the statements using the model given above: 
1. The machine, about which he has just talked, is in bad order.  
2. He quickly checked the angle, to which the drill was ground. 
3. The drill press is classified by the diameter of the table, on which the 

workpiece is machined. 
4. The problem, with which we have to deal, is very urgent. 
5. The new model of the lathe, to which he referred, was introduced by 

this manufacturer not so long ago. 
6.  The operations, for which they are perfectly good, are not required in 

the production of these parts. 
7.  The set of V-ways, in which the table slides, is parallel to the column. 
8. This is the cross rail, on which two cutter heads may be mounted. 
 
Words to be remembered 
 
Accuracy – точность 
Apron – фартук 
Adjust – регулировать; adjustable – регулируемый  
Attachment – приспособление   
Align – центрировать;  alignment – центровка  
Axis – ось  

Bar – брусок, заготовка; barstock – прутковая заготовка  
Bed – станина  
bearing – подшипник  
blade – лезвие, нож  
boring – расточка  

Carriage – суппорт  
Carrier – несущий элемент конструкции 
Casting – отливка  
Cemented carbide – металлокерамический сплав, металлокерамика 
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Center – центр; dead center – неподвижный центр; live (running) 
center – вращающийся  центр 

Chips – стружка  
Chuck – патрон; self-centering chuck – самоцентрирующий патрон; 

independent-jaw chuck – патрон с независимыми кулачками 
Column – стойка  
Clamp – зажим, зажимать  
Сross-rail – траверса  
Cutter – фреза; angle cutter – угловая фреза; face (milling) cutter – 

торцевая фреза; half-side (milling) cutter – 2-сторонняя дисковая фреза; 
plain cutter – цилиндрическая фреза; side cutter – дисковая фреза; slotting 
cutter – пазовая фреза; cutter with carbide tipped teeth – фреза с твердо-
сплавными режущими пластинками 

Cutting – резание; thread cutting – резьбонарезание 

Depression – выемка, гнездо 
Drill – сверло; twist drill – спиральное сверло; single-point drill –- 

сверло с одной режущей кромкой 
Drill press – вертикальный сверлильный станок на колонне 
Drive – привод 

Edge – кромка; cutting edge – режущая кромка 
Face – поверхность, грань, лицевая сторона 
Facing – обточка торца, подрезка 
Faceplate – планшайба 
Fasten – прикреплять, соединять 
Feed – подача; power feed – механическая подача 
Feedrod – ходовой валик, вал подачи 
Feedshaft – ходовой валик 
Fixture – зажимное приспособление 
Flute – паз, канавка  
Forging – ковка, поковка  
Frame – корпус, рама, станина  

Gear – шестерня, зубчатое колесо; bevel gear – коническая шестер-
ня; change gear – сменная шестерня; helical gear – винтовое зубчатое ко-
лесо; straight spur gear – цилиндрическая шестерня с прямыми зубьями; 
worm gear – червячное колесо 

Gearbox – коробка передач; feed gearbox – коробка подачи 
Gearing, gear train – зубчатая  передача 
Grind (ground) – шлифовать, затачивать 
Grinding – шлифовка  
Guide – направлять; guide bar – направляющий  стержень 
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Handwheel – маховичок  
Harden – закаливать  
Headstock – передняя бабка  
Hole – отверстие; blind hole – глухое   отверстие  

Index – поворачивать  
Insert – вставлять   
Install – устанавливать, монтировать 

Jaw – кулачок  
Jig – зажимное  приспособление 

Keyway – шпоночная  канавка  

Lathe – токарный станок; semiautomatic lathe – токарный полуавто-
мат; turret lathe – токарно-револьверный станок   

Leadscrew – ходовой  винт 
Loosen – ослабить  
Load – загружать  
Lubricant – смазка  

Machine – cтанок; bar machine – прутковый автомат; chucking 
machine – патронный  автомат; general-purpose machine – универсальный  
станок; multiple-spindle machine – многошпиндельный  станок 

Mill – фреза; end mill – концевая фреза;  face mill – торцевая фреза; 
milling – фрезерование; angular milling – угловое фрезерование; gang 
milling – фрезерование  комбинированной фрезой; plain (plane) milling – 
плоское фрезерование; straddle milling – обработка боковых поверхностей 
дисковыми фрезами; straight milling – прямолинейное фрезерование 

Miller – фрезерный станок, фреза; knee-and-column type miller – 
консольно-фрезерный станок; planer-type miller (milling machine) – мно-
горезцовая машина для зачистки поверхности блюмов и слябов 

Pass – проход 
Pitch – шаг 
Planer – продольно-строгальный станок 
Planing – строгание 
Power-driven – с механическим приводом 

Range – диапазон, колебаться, серия  
Ream – развертывать, развертка; reaming – развертка 
Revolve – вращать 
Rigidity – жесткость 
Routing – вырезание деталей неправильной формы 

Saddle – салазки 
Screw – винт;  feed screw – ходовой винт; adjusting screw – устано-
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вочный винт; screwcutting – резьбонарезание  
Set up – оснастка, установка 
Shaft – вал, ось 
Shank – хвостовик; tapered shank – конический хвостовик 
Shaper – поперечно-строгальный станок 
Sleeve – втулка 
Slide – салазки; cross slide – поперечный суппорт 
Steel – сталь; alloy steel – легированная сталь; carbon tool steel – уг-

леродистая инструментальная сталь; high speed steel – быстрорежущая 
сталь 

Stock – материал 

Tailstock – задняя бабка 
Tap – метчик; tapping – нарезание резьбы метчиком 
Taper – конус 
Temper(ing) – отпускать (сталь), отпуск 
Tooth – зуб, зубец 
Thread – резьба 
Tip – наконечник 
Tool – инструмент; cutting tool – режущий инструмент 
Toolholder – резцедержатель 
Toolpost – резцедержатель 
Template – шаблон, модель 
Traverse – пересекать, перемещать 
Turning – обточка; straight turning – продольная обточка; taper 

turning – коническая обточка 
Turret – револьверная головка 

Ways – направляющие 
Web – перемычка  
Withdraw – отводить 
Workpiece – деталь, заготовка 


